MAKE THESE CHANGES TO YOUR REV. G MANUAL OR ADD NOTATIONS TO REFER TO THIS ERRATA AT THE PLACES INDICATED.

1. **Page 3, Parts Inventory:** Change the description of U5 to read: "SA612AD mounted on SMT1A carrier board with wire and instruction sheet". Change the part number to E850727.

2. **Page 9, Fourth Checkbox Step:** Delete U5. It will be installed in the next step.

3. **Page 9, Fifth Checkbox Step:** Delete the existing step and replace it with the following:

   - Locate the **SA612AD mounted on SMT1A IC** bag. Inside the bag is a length of wire, the IC on small carrier board and an instruction sheet. This replaces the leaded SA612/602 part used in the past but which is no longer available. Install the IC at U5 as shown on the instruction sheet.